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Company Name: Pelagion 

The company name is Pelagion (pe· la · gion \ pə-ˈlā-jən \). The definition of Pelagion 
is a particle with a net electrical charge that is suitable for open-ocean adventure. From 
the roots “pelagic”(relating to the open sea) and “ion”(atom or molecule with electrical 
charge due to loss or gain of electrons). 

Pelagion is spelled in the title case. It is not spelled pelagion, with a lowercase p. The 
words can only be shown with a lowercase p if written as part of the domain, such as 
pelagion.com. 

Model: HydroBlade™ 

The product is called the HydroBlade (hahy-droh · bleyd). The latest advancement to 
eFoil technology allows riders of all skill levels to experience the sensation of flying 
above the water. 

The HydroBlade is spelled together as one word with a capital H & capital B. It is not 
spelled hydroblade, Hydroblade, Hydro Blade, or hydro blade. The words can only be 
shown with a lowercase h or b if written as part of the domain, such as 
pelagion.com/hydroblade. 

Tagline 

Finding Freedom and Adventure 

Short Description:  

The HydroBlade™ is an advancement to eFoil technology that allows riders to 
experience the best personal e-mobility experience using a dual mast assembly, higher 
performance, improved safety, and easier maneuvering to improve the user experience. 

Long Description:  

The HydroBlade™ is an advancement to eFoil technology that allows riders to 
experience the sensation of flying above the water. The HydroBlade's dual mast 
assembly enable the rider to float over the water's surface effortlessly while using gentle 
blade movements across the water for enhanced maneuverability. The Hydroblade™ 
was developed by a multi-disciplinary coalition of engineers to bring this new type of 
electric hydrofoil technology to market for people looking for freedom and adventure in 
their lives. 
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WHO WE ARE 

The HydroBlade™ was envisioned and designed by Jamie Schlinkmann, the company's 
Leading Engineer and CEO, along with a hand-picked team of multi-disciplined 
engineers from around the world. 

Bringing the HydroBlade™ to reality was assisted by its solid foundations in engineering 
excellence and manufacturing capabilities and fueled by the relentless pursuit of 
freedom and adventure.  

Parent Company 

Automatic Manufacturing Systems Inc. (AMS), founded in 1997, is an engineering & 
manufacturing company with headquarters in South Florida U.S. and Singapore. AMS 
has partnered with major companies as an integrated partner for the placement of 
adhesive components to create bespoke solutions across many industries. 

Our Contact 

Automatic Manufacturing Systems, Inc. 
1800 Northwest 69th Avenue, Plantation, FL 33313 
press@pelagion.com 

Product Specification Requirements* 

I. $18,999 
II. 1.75m (main hull); Operating length 2.0-3.5m 

III. 104kg 
IV. 4 hours 
V. 70km/h 

VI. Impact and chip resistant ABS skin with composite structure yielding a 
lightweight yet damage resistant hull with secondary floatation inside for safety. 

VII. Dual motors with 8kW peak/5kW continuous ratings each 
VIII. Dual 5.5kWh batteries/29kg each 

IX. Charger: 1600W (Output)/100-250VAC 15A Max Input (<4 Hour Charge time per 
battery) 

X. UI provided through phone app/Bluetooth connection. Functionality includes 
battery SoC/SoH, range, and telemetry; and of course any navigation, music, or 
any other functions customer wants on their phone. Handlebar phone mount will 
be provided. Customer must provide phone and it's recommended to be in an 
IP68 rated case. 

 *These are specification requirements that we're anticipating. They may change as the project goes on. 
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Founding Team: 

Jamie Schlinkmann, CEO & Lead Engineer 

Tony Haubrich, Mechanical Design Engineer 

Cristian Moise, Mechanical Engineer 

Henry Gallego, Mechanical Engineer 

Reshma Papali, Electrical Software Engineer 

Hamid Shahrestani, Operations Manager 

Mike Terry, Sales Director 

Dominique Oliver, Marketing Director 

 


